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Neolithic genomic data from southern France showcase intensified interactions with hunter-gatherer communities

Highlights
- Genome-wide data from 28 individuals from Southern France (~5,500–~2,500 BCE)
- Small groups associated with the Neolithic expansion along the Mediterranean
- Early admixture between hunter-gatherers and Neolithic farmers in Southern France
- Multiple pulses of HG legacy introgression in Western Europe throughout Neolithic
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SUMMARY
Archaeological research shows that the dispersal of the Neolithic took a more complex turn when reaching western Europe, painting a contrasted picture of interactions between autochthonous hunter-gatherers (HGs) and incoming farmers. In order to clarify the mode, the intensity, and the regional variability of biological exchanges implied in these processes, we report new palaeogenomic data from Occitanie, a key region in Southern France. Genomic data from 28 individuals originating from six sites spanning from c. 5,500 to c. 2,500 BCE allow us to characterize regional patterns of ancestries throughout the Neolithic period. Results highlight major differences between the Mediterranean and Continental Neolithic expansion routes regarding both migration and interaction processes. High proportions of HG ancestry in both Early and Late Neolithic groups in Southern France support multiple pulses of inter-group gene flow throughout time and space and confirm the need for regional studies to address the complexity of the processes involved.

INTRODUCTION
Originating from the Middle East around 10,000 BCE, the Neolithic lifestyle has been shown to spread westward across Europe mainly during the seventh millennium, via two main routes: the Continental route, through the Struma and Vardar, and ultimately the Danube valleys and the Mediterranean route, through the Adriatic Region (Guilaine, 2001, 2003). Recent ancient DNA (aDNA) research significantly enriched our knowledge of the demographic processes taking place in Central and Western Europe following the arrival of the first farming communities and the subtle geographic structure between Neolithic groups (Brace et al., 2019; Brunel et al., 2020; Gamba et al., 2014; Haak et al., 2015; Hofmanova et al., 2016; Lipson et al., 2017; Mathieson et al., 2015, 2018; Skoglund et al., 2014; Rivollat et al., 2020; Valdiosera et al., 2018; ). Whereas the data gathered so far is unevenly distributed across Europe, genetic signals point to a differentiation between individuals from different regions and associated with different Neolithic expansion routes. These notably indicate diverse biological interaction processes between hunter-gatherer (HG) and farmer communities, both in terms of the number and intensity of gene flow events. Early farmer groups associated with the continental stream of expansion (Linearbandkeramik (LBK) and precursors like the Transdanubian and Alföld LBK, Starčevo, Koros, Criş cultures) are genetically well represented (N = 172), and the data at hand highlight very little initial gene flow during their expansion from southern to Central Europe, even though Neolithic settlers coexisted and exchanged material with neighboring HG (Haak et al., 2015; Lipson et al., 2017; Mathieson et al., 2018). The data from Mediterranean farmer communities related to the Impresseder Wares or Impresso-Cardial cultural complex is smaller (ICC, N = 41), but the available Neolithic genomes from modern-day Italy, France, and Iberia have nonetheless displayed variable degrees of admixture between incoming farmers and local HG (Antonio et al., 2019; Rivollat et al., 2020; Olalde et al., 2019; Valdiosera et al., 2018; Villalba-Mouco et al., 2019). Indeed, despite low but noticeable levels of admixture between HG and farmer communities along the central Mediterranean, early farmers from Pendimoun and Les Bréguières in Southeastern France, dated to the second half of the 6th millennium BCE, showed unprecedentedly high proportions of HG ancestry (up to 56%) in one Pendimoun individual (Rivollat et al., 2020). These observations demonstrated that admixture took place...
locally within only a few generations after the arrival of farming in this region, marking it as a contact zone between HG and farmer communities, and highlighting the need for more fine-grained regional genomic studies.

By 4,000 BCE, the agro-pastoral way of life was deeply anchored in human societies and had reached the far ends of Europe (Brace et al., 2019; Mittnik et al., 2018; Nordqvist and Kriiska, 2015). Whereas macro-regional genomic studies highlighted only minimal admixture during Early Neolithic (EN) between farmers and local HG in Central and Western Europe, HG ancestry increased over time in all farming communities as the Neolithic period progressed (Brunel et al., 2020; Haak et al., 2015; Lipson et al., 2017; Marcus et al., 2020; Papac et al., 2021; Olalde et al., 2019; Valdiosera et al., 2018).

The period between ~3,500 and 2,000 BCE, corresponding to Late Neolithic (LN) and the transition into the Bronze Age in Western Europe, has been the focus of recent studies highlighting the demographic processes taking place with regard to the arrival of the Steppe-related ancestry (Haak et al., 2015; Furtwängler et al., 2020; Immel et al., 2021; Lösch et al., 2020; Olalde et al., 2019). For France, genomic data documenting LN groups’ ancestry is still scarce (Brunel et al., 2020; Seguin-Orlando et al., 2021). Recent studies provided unexpected insights into the HG legacy in LN farmer groups from Western Europe. Genetically heterogeneous communities with highly variable amounts of HG ancestry per individual were found at Mont-Aimé in the Paris Basin (France; Seguin-Orlando et al., 2021) and Niedertiefenbach in Hesse (Germany; Immel et al., 2021).

The pronounced heterogeneity of the HG legacy in Neolithic farmer communities clearly necessitates further time transects with a regional focus. Southern France is a key region for understanding the complex relationship between biological and cultural HG-farmer interactions. The rich archaeological record of Southern France indeed suggests various human groups entangled in a complex interplay of contact and exchange of elements attributed to both HG and Neolithic subsistence strategies (Binder, 2000; Guillaume and Manen, 2007; Perrin and Manen, 2021). We consequently analyzed genome-wide data recovered for 28 individuals from Occitanie, an archaeologically well-defined but still poorly genetically documented region that links the Iberian Peninsula and Southeastern France. The human remains originate from six sites, spanning from c. 5,500 to c. 2,500 BCE. We therefore aimed to assess a) whether the cultural variation was also reflected in the genetic heterogeneity, to discuss the connection between gene pools evolution and cultural transformations during the Neolithic, and b) whether sites like Pendimoun and Les Bréguières were localized exceptions or representing a wider regional phenomenon of intensified HG-farmer interactions in key regions of the Western Mediterranean area.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Human remains and archaeological background

A total of 76 human remains were submitted to shallow shotgun sequencing to screen for the preservation of ancient human DNA molecules (see STAR Methods). All samples originate from six Neolithic archaeological sites located in Occitanie, Southern France (Figures 1C and S1): Baume Bourbon (BBB), Gazel (Gazel4), Le Crès (CRE), Champ du Poste (SP), the Dolmen des Fades (FAD) and the Aven de la Boucle (BOU).

DNA libraries from human remains presenting endogenous human DNA ranging between 5.4 and 72% were selected for whole-genome shotgun sequencing to obtain a total of 21 partial genomes with coverage between 0.078X and 0.68X (Tables S1 and S2). For individuals from the Baume Bourbon cave, who yielded lower endogenous DNA content (0.6–22.8%, with a median of 0.992%, Table S2), next-generation libraries were enriched for ∼1.2 million single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) by using targeted in-solution capture (1240k SNP capture; Mathieson et al., 2018) at the Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in Jena, Germany. For this particular site, which provided some of the oldest Neolithic human remains in the region, the use of capture allowed us to obtain usable genomic data for a maximum number of individuals and to test the biological relatedness between the deceased in a cost-effective way.

Applying quality thresholds, we removed samples with >5% of contamination on the X chromosome (applicable on males) or coverage of fewer than 19,000 SNPs in the 1240k dataset (Mathieson et al., 2015). We also controlled contamination using mtDNA data (Table S3, STAR Methods) and the presence
of DNA damage patterns consistent with ancient origin. As a result, 28 samples were kept for downstream analyses (Tables S1 and S3). To examine the genetic diversity, we co-analyzed all 28 newly typed genome-wide data with previously reported data from 1098 ancient individuals and the genotypes of 59 modern-day human populations from West Eurasia by conducting principal component analysis (PCA; on a reduced set of overlapping variants – Human origins [HO] dataset; Lazaridis et al., 2017; Patterson et al., 2012 Table S8). We explored the genetic affinities and legacies of ancient individuals using f-statistics, qpAdm, and DATES (Chintalapati et al., 2022; Harney et al., 2021; Narasimhan et al., 2019; Patterson et al., 2012; ) . Using HapROH, we assessed the level of inbreeding and/or past limitations of the effective population’s size of newly reported and published ancient individuals (Ringbauer et al., 2021; Tables S8, S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S15, S16, and S17; STAR Methods, ADMIXTOOLS). We also report direct 14C dates for 23 individuals, with dates ranging from 5,462 BCE to 2,470 BCE (Figure 1B, Tables S1 and S9).

Genome-wide data were recovered from eight individuals originating from two sepulchral contexts attributed to the second stage of the ICC complex: the Baume Bourbon cave (Cabrières, Gard; N = 7) and the contemporary Gazel cave (Sallèles-Cabardès, Aude; N = 1), with dates ranging between −5,400 and 4,800 BCE (Beyneix, 1997; Coste et al., 1987; Dudley and Guillaume, 1980; Zemour, 2013). Direct dates obtained for these sites confirm their cultural attribution to Cardial-Epicardial cultures, which were followed by

Figure 1. Temporal and geographic distribution of the individuals included in this study (A) Chronological timeline presenting (1) cultural chronology of Southern France, (2) mean radiocarbon dates obtained for the 23 samples in this study (lower) and for previously published samples from Southern France (upper), and (3) radiocarbon and context dates for previously published samples from the rest of France. (B) Relevant published and 28 newly reported ancient individuals projected onto a principal component analysis (PCA) of 796 present-day West Eurasians (Lazaridis et al., 2017; Patterson et al., 2012). Individuals from this study presenting less than 20,000 SNPs are shown with a distinct symbol as the position of low-coverage genomes on the PCA must be discussed with caution (Günther and Jakobsson, 2019). (C) Geographical distribution of archaeological sites and samples in today’s France with zoom in on Southern France.
several centuries of the pioneer Neolithic settlements (~5,850 BCE) in the Mediterranean Languedoc (Binder et al., 2018). Seven individuals come from two necropolises dated to the second half of the 5th millennium BCE: Champ du Poste (Convertini and Georjon, 2018; Carcassonne, Aude; N = 3) and Le Crès (Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Béziers, Hérault; N = 4). The respective 14C dates indicate that both necropolises were used over a few centuries and included individuals with dates between ~4,500 and 4,050 BCE, attributed to the early Southern Chasséen culture (Ambert et al., 1989; Brunel et al., 2020; Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Vaquer, 1990, 1991, 1998) (STAR Methods). The remaining 13 low-coverage genomes come from individuals recovered in two collective burials used during LN and Bronze Age: the Aven de la Boucle (Duday, 1987; Jallet et al., 2010; Corconne, Gard; N = 10) and the Dolmen des Fades (Bonnery, 1991; Guilane, 1998; Pépieux, Aude; N = 3). Individuals’ dates range between ~3,600 and 2,800 BCE for the Aven de la Boucle and between ~3,200 and 2,400 BCE for the Dolmen des Fades (Figure 1B, Tables S1 and S9, STAR Methods).

### Biological interactions between farmers and HGs on the Mediterranean coast

On the PCA plot, individuals from Baume Bourbon (BBB) and Gazel cluster closely with the earliest farmers from Southern France sites of Pendimoun (PEN) and Les Bréguières (LBR) (Figures 1B and 2A). Early farmers associated with the continental wave of Neolithization (e.g., LBK), located in Alsace and Eastern France (Brunel et al., 2020), and those linked to the Mediterranean wave from Southern France form two distinct clusters on the PCA plot, echoing the pan-European picture (Rivolliat et al., 2020). Early farmers from...
Southern France (PEN, LBR, Gazel, BBB) are shifted toward the HG cluster on PC1, as opposed to other contemporaneous groups from Central Europe and LBK individuals from Alsace, and even further than Neolithic Iberia (Figure 2A). QpWave tests confirmed this clustering and revealed significant differences between the LBK individuals from France, the EN farmers from the Iberian Peninsula, and those from Southern France (LBR, Gazel, and BBB) (Table S17 and Figure S13). Genetic affinities of early farmers from Southern France with both farmers from the Mediterranean wave and HG are also seen in the results from uniparentally-inherited markers. The eight EN individuals from Southern France were indeed assigned to mitochondrial haplogroups J, H, K1, and U5 and male individuals carried Y chromosome haplogroup I2a1a2 (STAR Methods, Tables S5 and S6).

To formally test for shared genetic drift between Neolithic individuals (test) and European HG we calculated outgroup-f3-statistics of the form f3(test, European HG; Mbuti) (Table S14 and Figure S6). For EN communities (6,100–4,700 BCE), we noted that individuals from Italy, the Iberian Peninsula, and Southern France exhibit higher f3-values, and thus higher amounts of shared genetic drift with HG compared to contemporaneous continental populations from Alsace, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and Romania (Table S14 and Figure S6). We conducted f4-statistics of the form f4(Mbuti, X; Y, Anatolia Neolithic) where X and Y correspond respectively to HG individuals and Neolithic individuals reported in this study to trace genetic affinities between Neolithic farmers and various HG communities. We were able to highlight that EN individuals from Baume Bourbon and Gazel share the most genetic affinities with HG specifically from Italy, France, Luxembourg, Germany, and the British Isles relatively to other HG groups (Table S18, S14, Figure S9). We then used qpAdm (ADMIXTOOLS, STAR Methods) to explore European HG (Loschbour, KO1, La Braña) and Anatolian farmers (Anatolia_N) as potential sources of ancestry in European EN individuals and quantify the respective ancestry proportions (Figure 2B, qpAdm Model 1, Table S10). We were able to model Baume Bourbon and Gazel individuals as a two-way mixture of Anatolian farmers and European HG components with relatively high proportions of European HG ancestry ranging from 14.4 to 28.4% (qpAdm Model 1, Table S10). EN farmers from Southwestern Europe exhibit higher proportions of HG-related ancestry (18.5% on average) than LBK-associated individuals who either carry low amounts of HG ancestry or can be modeled with Anatolia_N ancestry, exclusively (7% on average; Lipson et al., 2017). In the Mediterranean region, the highest proportions of HG ancestry were found in individuals from Southern France (Pendimoun (22.9–57.6%), Les Bréguières (24.5–41.9%) and Baume Bourbon (14.4–28.4%) documenting substantial admixture in this region compared to contemporaneous, neighboring groups in Iberia and the Adriatic region. Whereas already identified for EN occupations of Pendimoun and Les Bréguières in Southeastern France, the high HG proportions found in individuals from Baume Bourbon and Gazel extend the geographic expanse of intensified HG-farmer interactions to the western part of the French Mediterranean, thus encompassing the entire Mediterranean zone of France.

We aimed to trace the presence of residual Magdalenian-associated ancestry (Villalba-Mouco et al., 2019), represented by ~15,000-year-old Belgian GoyetQ2 (qpAdm model 3, Tables S12 and S14; Figures S7 and S11). Only BBB003_6 from Baume Bourbon could be modeled with GoyetQ2 as an additional source of HG ancestry (16.5%). The other individuals are best modeled as a two-way mixture of Villabruna-related ancestry and Anatolia farmers’ ancestry (Table S12 and Figure S11). Among contemporaneous EN farmers, high levels of GoyetQ2-like ancestry were reported in Iberians with the highest proportions identified in individuals from Andalusia (Cueva del Toro), and in lower proportions in Catalonia (Cueva de Chaves; Villalba-Mouco et al., 2019). These results argue in favor of networks connecting the populations of Languedoc and the Valencian region with a feedback effect from the Iberian Peninsula toward the East, a hypothesis that was put forward to explain the formation of the “Franco-Iberian Cardial” (Guilaine 2018a, 2018b; Guilaine and Manen, 2007). However, we have to consider that very little is known about the genetics of local Mesolithic groups, who could have equally contributed to the ancestry observed at Baume Bourbon. Among Mesolithic individuals, high proportions of GoyetQ2 ancestry were identified in French HGs from Les Perrats, on the West Atlantic façade during the early stage of Mesolithic, highlighting the late persistence of Magdalenian-associated genetic heritage outside of Iberia (Brunel et al., 2020). The presence and high percentage of GoyetQ2 ancestry at Baume Bourbon is all the more interesting as no EN individual from the Eastern part of the French Mediterranean appears to carry this type of ancestry. However, the distribution of this genetic component, which also manifests sporadically in Central Europe (Table S12), needs to be better characterized. This clearly highlights the need for further documentation of both Mesolithic and EN groups.
To document the processes of gene flow during the Mediterranean Neolithic expansion, we also estimated the timing of admixture events using the software DATES (Chintalapati et al., 2022; Narasimhan et al., 2019; DATES model 1, Table S14, Figure 2B, STAR Methods, Figure S14). All admixture estimations discussed here were calculated taking into account the interval between the maximum and minimum C14 dates of the individuals/groups to catch the most ancient and most recent possible admixture event as well as a generation time of 28 years (Fenner, 2005). However, estimations calculated for the median of C14 dates (and generation times of 25–30 years) can also be found in Table S15. For the individuals from Baume Bourbon (N = 3), admixture dates ranged between ~6,200 and ~5,600 BCE, and one individual yielded ~5,900–5,300 BCE. For Gazel, Pendimoun, and Les Bréguières sites/individuals the estimated dates ranged between ~6,200 and ~5,000 BCE. When considering only the oldest C14 age for the Baume Bourbon group, DATES estimations (21.918 ± 4.037 generations before the age distribution of the group therefore between ~6,200 and ~5,950 BCE) place the admixture event at least four generations (~111 years) before archaeologically attested farming establishment in the region, around 5,850 BCE (Binder, 2000). Nevertheless, when considering the minimum C14 age of the group, estimations place the admixture around 5,685 BCE, right after the farmers’ arrival. Pending estimates based on a more robust methodology, we cannot exclude that admixture between HG and incoming farmers took place prior to their arrival in the Occitanie region or right during their establishment in the region (Hofmanová et al., 2016). Of note, the other EN sites from Southern France returned date estimates suggesting that admixture could have occurred shortly after the arrival of farming in respective regions. Finally, admixture date ranges estimated for Italian and Iberian EN farmers were wider than those estimated for French sites. The variability of admixture dates measured between sites in the Western Mediterranean region and those measured within communities both suggest a complex and multi-phased history of admixture between HG and incoming farmers. Considering the whole date range of possible admixture events in France and Iberia, the earliest dates detected could place admixture events before attested farming establishment in both concerned regions. Consequently, these events could just as probably have taken place upstream of the Western Mediterranean expansion route, in regions that remain to be specified. Farming groups from Southern France therefore acquired specific HG ancestry, potentially from multiple origins. Only a few archaeological studies about Languedoc, Southeastern France, Central Italy have argued in favor of direct contacts between HG and farmer groups (Binder, 2000; Rigaud et al., 2018). In fact, geographical and chronological modeling of settlements in Italy rather highlighted that early farmers occupied regions that appeared to have been uninhabited, supporting a “no man’s land” model (Perrin and Manen, 2021). In Western Languedoc, shorter time gaps separate Mesolithic and Neolithic settlements, but still support a quick succession and reoccupation of a given area rather than the coexistence of HG and farmers (Perrin, 2010; Perrin and Manen, 2021). Both models imply a succession of HG and farmers either without or with very limited overlap. Therefore, our study shows how genomic data have the potential of adding new insights into complex interaction history during the Mediterranean expansion.

Small farming communities at the origin of the ICC complex

We estimated runs of homozygosity (ROH) to assess the level of inbreeding or past limitations of the effective population’s size for early farming groups by applying hapROH (Ringbauer et al., 2021; S14, Table S16, Figure S15). Overall, we found few inbreeding signals among the early Western Mediterranean farmers, with the exception of individual Gazeli4 from the Gazel cave, who surpassed the 50 cm threshold for the sum of ROH (sROH) over 20, with sROH>20 = 138.5 cm (Figures 3B and S15 and Table S16). This individual exhibits multiple long runs of homozygosity on different chromosomes, which can be interpreted as the offspring of a first-degree incestuous union (parent-offspring or full siblings, Figure 3B). Of note, we must acknowledge the difficulty of discussing specific funerary gestures surrounding Gazeli4. The remains of this individual are very scarce and little archaeological arguments can be put forward to characterize this mortuary deposit. Therefore, there is nothing to support or contradict a potential social status awarded to this individual as what has been described for an inbred individual identified in Newgrange megalithic structure in Ireland (Cassidy et al., 2020).

When comparing Neolithic farmer communities in Europe, individuals associated with the Central and Western Mediterranean Neolithic show substantially higher sROH(4–8) values than those linked to the continental Neolithic (Figures 3A, 3C, and S15 and Table S16). Overall, the higher proportion of short ROH observed in Early Mediterranean farmers (mean sROH(4–8) = 15.542; median = 15.385) suggests smaller effective population sizes (Ne) for Early to Middle Neolithic communities in Southern France and Iberia, progressively increasing toward LN, whereas LBK groups were characterized by higher Ne from the EN
Figure 3. Runs of homozygosity of Western Europe Neolithic individuals

(A) Sum of Individual ROH >4cM in Early Farmers from Europe and Anatolia between ~9000 and ~6000 BP. (B) ROH in individual Gazel4 from Gazel, an adult female dated to 5,296–5,062 cal BCE. The upper panel shows the mapped length of ROH (in Morgan) on each chromosome. The lower panel shows a histogram of ROH length (in centimorgan; cM) with the distribution alongside projected curves of expected ROH patterns based on different scenarios of parental relatedness, as described in Ringbauer et al. (2021).
(mean sROH[4–8] = 3.888; median = 4.541). The observed differences in effective population size between Continental and Mediterranean groups could be linked to migration modalities. The archaeological record indeed supports a fast dispersion following maritime routes of small ICC-associated groups westward from Southern Italy to Liguria and Southern France (Binder et al., 2018; Leppard, 2021; Robb, 2013; Zilhão, 1993, 2000). Expanding farmer groups likely faced various challenges along the coastline including those of seafaring (e.g., limited capacity of crafts or dependency on maritime currents), which could have reduced initial population size, and increased founder effects. Consequently, archaeological data and demographic estimates of population sizes suggested smaller pioneer populations sustained by long-distance networks (Binder et al., 2018; Leppard, 2021; Rowley-Conwy, 2011). During the second half of the 6th millennium BCE, the second stage of Mediterranean Neolithization is associated with the diversification of material cultures and increase of populations’ size (Leppard, 2021; Manen et al., 2019; Roberts et al., 2019). Our results provide more details about these demographic models. Population size estimates indeed argue in favor of smaller-sized human groups inhabiting Southern France during advanced phases of farming expansion, and to some extent characterized by a potential degree of isolation. This hypothesis could also be put forward to explain cases like the incestuous union observed at Gazel, although there is no evidence that such event was justified socially among small communities, and therefore incestuous mating could also be related to deviant behavior. Moreover, it is interesting to note that the reduced population size of early farmers groups in the Mediterranean could also have been a contributing factor in the higher observed intensity of HG admixture in these regions.

Genomic history of southern France farming communities throughout the Neolithic

The transition from Impressed Ware groups to the widespread Chasséen culture (4,400–3,600 BCE) in Occitanie corresponds to diverse cultural aspects provisionally grouped under the term meridional Middle Neolithic 1 (Ambert et al., 1989; Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Vaquer, 1990, 1991, 1998; MN1, 4,800–4,400 BCE; STAR Methods). This period was represented by five individuals from Southern France so far (Brunel et al., 2020; Olalde et al., 2018) (Table S8). We extended this dataset with seven new individuals, from Le Crès (N = 4) and Champ du Poste (N = 3), two necropolises attributed to Early Chasséen culture and dated to the second half of the 5th millennium BCE (Tables S1 and S8). The individuals carried maternal and paternal haplogroups falling within the variability of Western European Neolithic groups (STAR Methods; Tables S5 and S6).

All individuals attributed to the Early Chasséen culture fall within the variability of Western European MN populations (Figure 1B) and are indistinguishable from MN individuals from other French regions and the Iberian Peninsula on the PCA. These results are in line with a global genetic homogenization of contemporary Western European groups.

As the Neolithic period progressed, the Chasséen culture split into many smaller cultural entities in Southern France (Gutherz, 1894; Jedikian and Vaquer, 2001; Tarrête and Le Roux, 2008). In our study, the transition to LN (3,600–2,500 BCE) is represented by ten individuals from the Aven de la Boucle and three individuals from the Dolmen des Fades (Tables S1 and S2). These individuals also carried mtDNA and Y chromosomal haplogroups common to the Western European Neolithic (Tables S5 and S6; Figure S4 STAR Methods).

These individuals are genetically homogeneous and cluster with MN1 and Early Chasséen individuals from Southern France, suggesting a general continuity in the region throughout clear cultural transitions (Figure 1B). We then used qpWave (ADMIXTOOLS) to formally test shared genetic drift throughout the Neolithic period, including one outlier individual BOU6 from the LN Aven de la Boucle group (Table S17). This individual is further shifted on the PCA plot toward the HG cluster. This HG affinity was supported by qpWave through the clustering of BOU6 with ICC samples from Pendimoun and Les Bréguères (LBRS), known for their excess of HG ancestry, as well as qpAdm analyses (see below). The remaining early farmers from Southern France form a cluster in qpWave analysis comprising groups attributed to

Figure 3. Continued

(C) sROH[4,8] for individuals belonging to three regional transects between 5,500 and 2,000 BCE, the Iberian peninsula (C1, n = 73), Southern France (C2, n = 44), and Central Europe (C3, n = 47), samples dated according to the archaeological context only are highlighted in red. The solid black line represents mean estimates, gray areas represent the 95% empirical confidence intervals for individuals (light gray) and for the estimated mean (dark gray), as described in Ringbauer et al. (2021). See Table S16 for further details.
ICC (Baume Bourbon, Gazel, les Bréguières), NM1 and Early Chasséen (Le Pirou, Clos de Roque, Le Crès, and Champ du Poste), and LN cultures (Aven de la Boucle, Dolmen des Fades). This indicates a certain extent of genetic continuity throughout the Neolithic period in South of France, from the second phase of the Neolithization to the first half of the third millennium BCE, before the arrival of Steppe-related ancestry, despite substantial cultural transformations documented archaeologically. The situation is different in the North-East of France, where we observe a genetic discontinuity between the first stage of Neolithization and the post-LBK Neolithic in line with changes in the archaeological material culture (Table S17; Figure S8, S12, and S13).

We then quantified changes in European HG ancestry proportions in farming communities by running qpAdm on all individuals from this study and European Neolithic farmers dated between 6,300 and 2,400 cal BCE (qpAdm model 1, Table S10). Figure 4 highlights the special status of ICC farmers from Southern France, presenting the highest proportions of HG ancestry compared to any contemporaneous European farming groups. Moving through time, subsequent Neolithic groups (~4,800 and ~4,000 BCE) display a steady increase in European HG ancestry as already demonstrated for other Western European regions (Rivollat et al., 2020). The highest proportions of HG ancestry are observed in individuals from Clos de Roque in Southern France (Olalde et al., 2018; ~4,800–4,550 BCE; 29–32%), one individual from Escalles site in North of France (Brunel et al., 2020; 31%) and the Obernai group in Northeast France (Rivollat et al., 2020; OBN B, ~4,800–4,500 cal BCE, 46–41%), whereas most individuals from fifth millennium France range between ~10 and 30%. This general trend is sustained in the subsequent period between ~4,000 and ~3,500 cal BCE (14–32%). All individuals from 5th to 3rd millennia BCE Neolithic contexts could be modeled as a two-way mixture of Villabruna HG and Western Anatolian Neolithic ancestries (qpAdm model 3, Table S12), and we found no further evidence of GoyetQ2-related ancestry. As with EN individuals, f4-statistics in the form f4(Mbuti, X; Y, Anatolia_N) where X and Y correspond respectively to previously reported HG individuals and Neolithic individuals discussed in this study, indicated that Southern France LN farmers are closest to HG originating from Italy, France, Luxembourg, Germany, and the British Isles compared with other HG individuals (Table S18; STAR Methods; Figure S9).

This could indicate the preservation of this type of HG ancestry in the region throughout the Neolithic period.

Figure 4. Changes in European HG ancestry over time in Western Europe Neolithic communities
Results of 416 Neolithic individuals (plotted on the x-axis according to mean radiocarbon date, the five individuals dated by archaeological context among our corpus are highlighted in red), who were modeled as a two-way mixture of Anatolia_N and European_HG ancestry (represented by Loschbour, La Brana, and KO1; the y-axis) using qpAdm (Table S10).
The specific affinity of the la Boucle individual BOU6 to HG was also tested using qpAdm analysis (Model 1, Table S10). The HG component of BOU6 was estimated to be 36%, which exceeds the proportions found in other individuals from the same site (~13–29%; Table S10 and Figure 4). This result mirrors recent findings of unexpectedly high HG proportions in late farmers from France and Germany: two individuals from the Mont-Aimé collective burial in the Paris Basin (~3,300–3,100 BCE) carried 50.6 and 63.3% of Loschbour-related HG ancestry (Seguin-Orlando et al., 2021), MLN individuals from the Blätterhöhle cave (Lipson et al., 2017) carried ~49 to 85%, the Wartberg-associated collective burial Niedertiefenbach (Immel et al., 2021) 34–58%, and one individual from the site of Tangermünde attributed to an Elb-Havel context carried ~63.6% (Rivollet et al., 2020). We calculated admixture dates for Blätterhöhle MN individuals, Mont-Aimé individuals, the Niedertiefenbach community, and TGM009 (Table S15). Mont-Aimé individuals ranged between ~4,600 and ~3,600 cal BCE and the Niedertiefenbach community between ~4,100 and ~3,900 cal BCE. Blätterhöhle and TGM009 yielded similar results, ranging between ~4,550 and ~4,155 cal BCE and ~4,300 and ~3,400 cal BCE, respectively. Using the same methodology, the estimated admixture date for BOU6 falls between ~5,000 and ~4,200 cal BCE, whereas the rest of the la Boucle group was estimated between ~5,800 and 5,100 cal BCE (Table S15).

The detection of high amounts of HG ancestry in LN farmers from different regions of France and Germany supports multi-phased gene flow between farmer groups (presenting less than 30% of HG component) and groups who had retained predominant HG ancestry. Indeed, the very recent admixture dates observed in some LN individuals would reinforce the hypothesis of continuous gene flow or multiple pulses of gene flow, implying recurrent genetic exchanges, over a long period of time (up until 3,600 BCE) and in different regions in Western Europe, as recently proposed by Chintalapati et al. (2022). This hypothesis evidently poses the challenge of identifying the groups contributing with substantial European HG ancestry during late periods. The French archaeological record clearly points out the absence of HG groups after 4,900 BCE, predating the admixture date estimated for BOU6 and the Paris Basin. The genomic data available from groups from the 5th to 3rd millennium BCE in Western Europe have not yet revealed communities carrying predominantly HG genomic legacy and therefore their geographical distribution remains elusive. The cultural attribution of these groups is also challenging as biological characteristics alone cannot be used to speculate on their cultural background. The invisibility of such groups from the archaeological and genomic record could either be linked to (i) conservation bias specific to their lifestyle and/or spatial distribution of the groups’ settlements in marginal areas, escaping current archaeological surveys (i.e., mountainous regions or coastal fringes) or (ii) the adoption of mortuary practices preventing the conservation of skeletal remains.

The restricted geographical area and wide time frame of this study allowed us to illustrate that individual variation in ancestries within a defined chronological and geographical frame can produce a more nuanced picture of contacts and mobility.

EN individuals from the 6th millennium BCE provide data showing that Neolithic groups attributed to the different waves of expansion experienced contrasting histories regarding both biological interactions with Mesolithic groups and dispersal modalities. The observed patterns therefore raise the question of the extent to which small population size and lower diversity of Early Mediterranean farmers may have been a contributing factor in biological exchanges between expanding EN farmers and autochthonous HG. The comparison of available data for EN farmers from Italy, Southern France, and the Iberian Peninsula however highlights slight differences in the intensity of admixture events between these regions. The observed differences could be connected to behavioral/cultural aspects or be tied to different densities of HG groups.

A remaining aspect also concerns the precise dynamics of admixture events between expanding farmers and local HGs, which seem to have been multiple, both in time and space. Additional genomic and radiocarbon data from Italy, the Aegean, and Central to Eastern Mediterranean Neolithic will be necessary to discuss the chronology and diversity of contacts along the expansion route, primordial for a holistic view of the Neolithization process in the Mediterranean. As we move into the Neolithic period, the new data also contributed valuable insights into modes of interaction throughout the Neolithic, illustrating both a genetic continuity despite cultural transformation and the presence of late and large HG ancestry in Southern France Neolithic groups.
Limitations of the study

The Mediterranean is a key geographical location to gain access to a more refined understanding of Neolithicization processes. However, its genomic documentation faces two major challenges. First, the scarcity of human remains originating from Late Mesolithic and earliest Neolithic contexts introduces bias in studying the pioneer establishment of farmers and exchanges with local groups in the region. Second, in this region, palaeogenomic studies have to tackle the highly variable DNA preservation among sites. As exemplified in this study by the results from Baume Bourbon, the mediocre conservation of aDNA can drastically reduce the number of accessible data.
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## STAR METHODS

### KEY RESOURCES TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REAGENT or RESOURCE</th>
<th>SOURCE</th>
<th>IDENTIFIER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Biological samples</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>Gazel4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0003_6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>B0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>SP193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>SP237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>SP249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>CRE11C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>CRE14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>CRE20B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>CRE20D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>BOU14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>FAD1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>FAD3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osteological remain</td>
<td>This study</td>
<td>FAD10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteinase K 100MG</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
<td>P2308-100MG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDTA</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
<td>10135423</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guanidinium chloride</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
<td>G3272-500g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium Acetate</td>
<td>Invitrogen</td>
<td>AM9740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2O</td>
<td>Dutcher</td>
<td>33311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethanol Absolute</td>
<td>Vwr</td>
<td>8187602500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tween 20</td>
<td>Sigma Aldrich</td>
<td>11332465001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dNTP Set</td>
<td>Dutcher</td>
<td>755086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSA, Molecular Biology Grade</td>
<td>New England Biolabs Cat# B9000S</td>
<td>B9000 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adenosine 5’-Triphosphate (ATP)</td>
<td>New England Biolabs</td>
<td>P0756 S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer PE</td>
<td>Qiagen</td>
<td>19065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffer EBT</td>
<td>Qiagen</td>
<td>19086</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Continued on next page)
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the lead contact, Ana Arzelier (ana.arzelier@u-bordeaux.fr).

Materials availability
Raw sequence data and alignments are available at the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA project) under accession number ENA PRJEB50995. All other previously published genomic data discussed in this study is reported in Table S8.

Data and code availability
Raw sequence data and alignments have been deposited at the European Nucleotide Archive (ENA project) and are publicly available as of the date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

This paper does not report original code.
Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Archaeological and Anthropological information

Authorisation to perform destructive sampling protocols for genetic analysis and radiocarbon dating was granted by the Service Régional de l’Archéologie Occitanie as well as the Institut National de Recherches Archéologiques Préventives through the PAS ANCESTRA (Coord. MP. Pruvost and F. Maziere), the project ANR ANCESTRA (coord M. Pruvost, ANR15-CE27-0001) and the project ANR-DFG INTERACT (coord M.-F. Deguilloux and W. Haak, Grant ANR 17-FRAL-0010, DFG-HA-5407/4-1). Human remains were provided to the laboratory PACEA by F. Convertini (Champ du Poste), H. Duday (Baume Bourbon, Aven de la Boucle), J. Guilaine (Gazel, Dolmen des Fades) and M. Gandelin (Le Crès).

Both samples denominations used in this study and corresponding excavation inventory labels are reported in Table S1 for the 28 samples sequenced on the genomic scale. For the 48 samples that were not sequenced further at this stage we also report archaeological inventory IDs and initial screening results in Table S2.

The 28 samples discussed here include four petrous bones, two teeth and two long bones (Femur and metatarsal bone) from Baume Bourbon, one tooth from Gazel, three petrous bones from Champ du Poste, four petrous bones from Le Crès, ten petrous bones from the Aven de la Boucle, three petrous bones from the Dolmen des Fades.

General information on archaeological context, funerary context and osteological observations are provided in Table S1 and are discussed hereafter.

Baume Bourbon, Cabrières, Gard – (Contact: H. Duday)

The Baume Bourbon cave is located on the side of a small combe carved into the urganian limestone of the Nîmes garrigue, 3km north-east of Cabrières (Gard). The occupation spans from Early Neolithic to modern era. The cave is divided into three areas, an entry area, known as the porch, as well as two other areas further down (S2 and S3). These later areas, located deeper inside the cavity revealed human remains belonging to a minimum number of 15 individuals.

This archaeological layer containing human remains also contained Cardial pottery, faunal remains, quartz and flint flakes and burnt cereals. Human remains mainly belong to the superior part of this layer, without anatomical connections. The stratigraphic position of these remains places the funerary deposits at the end of the Early Neolithic occupation of the cave. Shortly after, a colluvium closed the access between the porch and the further down areas S2 and S3, therefore making the Early Neolithic occupation the last one in this sector of the cavity. Moreover, the layer containing Early Neolithic human remains was fossilized by deposits of calcite and the formation of a flowstone. An isotopic analysis of charcoal pieces dated the Early Neolithic funerary layer around 6080 ± 100 BP (MC-794) (Coste et al., 1987; Le Bras-Goude, 2007; Zemour, 2013).

Of this layer, genome-wide data was recovered from seven individuals attributed to Cardial and Epicardial occupations of the Baume Bourbon cave (Coste et al., 1987; Zemour, 2013) dated between ~5,400 and 4,800 BCE (N = 7; BBB samples, Table S1).

Gazel, Sallèles-Cabardès, Aude – (Contact: J. Guilaine)

The Gazel cave (Duday and Guilaine, 1980; Beyneix, 1997) in Sallèles-Cabardès (Aude) was frequented from the Upper Palaeolithic until the Middle Ages and includes a series of stratified occupations of the late Mesolithic and the early Neolithic. Over 1.80 m of stratigraphy, the deposits of the ancient Neolithic correspond to four stages (Gazel I to Gazel IV), the first correspond to Cardial, the other three to an original Languedoc Epicardial. Human remains corresponding to four Epicardial burials have been identified, two complete and two partial individuals. The genome recovered from Gazel Cave corresponds to an individual associated with the Cardial stage deposits, identified in the C2 sector and dated to 5,296-5,062 BCE (N = 1, Gazel4 sample; Table S1).
**Champ du Poste, Carcassonne, Aude – (Contact: F. Convertini)**

The site of the Champ du Poste (Carcassonne, France) was excavated in 2005 and 2006 (Convertini and Georjon, 2018). It is an important site for several archaeological periods that span from Neolithic to Antiquity. The Middle Neolithic is the period best represented. The duration of the occupations is known by a series of radiocarbon dates. During the first half of the 5th millennium BCE, the first settlers’ installations leave few traces (heated stone hearths) and some burial pits. Then, during the Early Chasséen (second half of the 5th millennium BCE), occupations become more numerous and the site yields abundant artifacts (ceramics, flints, bones). Domestic structures (pits, silos, hearths) as well as burial pits are present. At the end of the Middle Neolithic, few structures and remains are present on the site. It was reoccupied at the end of the Neolithic (domestic structures and remains), then at the beginning and the end of the Bronze Age and finally again during Antiquity. The three individuals from Champ du Poste necropolis characterized on the genomic level are attributed to the second half of the 5th millennium BCE, ranging between ~4,400 and 4,050 BCE (N = 3; SP individuals; Table S1).

**Le Crès, Béziers, Hérault – (Contact: M. Gandelin)**

The site of Le Crès in Béziers was excavated in 2001 by the Inrap (Loison and Schmitt, 2009). This deposit was explored on an area of 5,000 m² that does not correspond to the entire archaeological site. Only 190 structures remain preserved and of these 30 yielded single or multiple primary burials. A total of 49 individuals has been discovered, which makes it one of the most important burial complexes known for the southern Chasséen. Some of the deceased, men or women, are installed in clear funerary graves, oblong. The Middle Neolithic is the period best represented. The duration of the occupations is known by a series of radiocarbon dates. During the first half of the 5th millennium BCE, the first settlers’ installations leave few traces (heated stone hearths) and some burial pits. Then, during the Early Chasséen (second half of the 5th millennium BCE), occupations become more numerous and the site yields abundant artifacts (ceramics, flints, bones). Domestic structures (pits, silos, hearths) as well as burial pits are present. At the end of the Middle Neolithic, few structures and remains are present on the site. It was reoccupied at the end of the Neolithic (domestic structures and remains), then at the beginning and the end of the Bronze Age and finally again during Antiquity. The three individuals from Champ du Poste necropolis characterized on the genomic level are attributed to the second half of the 5th millennium BCE, ranging between ~4,400 and 4,050 BCE (N = 3; SP individuals; Table S1).

**Dolmen des Fades, Pépieux, Aude – (Contact: J. Guilaine)**

The Dolmen des Fades in Pépieux (Aude), also called “Palet de Roland”, is the longest dolmenic tomb in the South of France (Bonnery, 1991; Guilaine, 1998). It is a megalithic gallery of 24 m, excluding the tumulus. It is split into a corridor of 12 m, an antechamber and a room, both 6 m in length. The passage between these three parts was done through “oven doors”. After early disorganized excavations, a survey was carried out in 1946 by O. and J. Taffanel and J. Arnal in its terminal room, a sector that had in fact been disturbed in the Middle Ages. From 1962, J. Guilaine has excavated the corridor and the antechamber. The artifacts revealed a long use beginning in the late Neolithic and continuing until the Bronze Age. Several radiocarbon dates confirm this long occupation during the third millennium BCE. The three individuals providing genomic data and originating from this dolmen are attributed to Late Neolithic, ranging dates between ~3,200 and 2,400 cal BCE (N = 3, FAD samples; Table S1).

**Aven de la Boucle, Corconne, Gard – (Contact: H. Duday)**

The aven de la Boucle at Corconne (Gard) is a natural cavity that served as a collective burial from the recent Neolithic, in the second half of the fourth millennium BCE (Duday, 1987; Jallet et al., 2010). It continued into the late Neolithic (Ferrières culture), at the beginning of the third millennium. The group of deceased consists of roughly 75 individuals, with a marked selection according to the age of individuals (massive
exclusion of children). Complex layouts were highlighted, particularly at the level of access: a natural diac-
lase had been covered in the manner of a megalithic corridor, with a large removable horizontal slab equivalent to the "entrance cap" of covered walkways or dolmens; steps were intended to facilitate the descent of the bodies to the deep part of the cavity, located more than 10 m below the surface. This passage was condemned after its use for funerary purposes: a wall of slabs closed the inner part of the diaclace, the roof of the passage was tilted and the outer part of the diaclace was completely filled with stones.

The ten individuals analyzed on the genomic scale from this collective burial are all attributed to the second half of the fourth and beginning of the third millennium BCE, with dates ranging between \(3,600\) and \(2,800\) BCE (\(N = 10\), BOU samples; Table S1).

**METHOD DETAILS**

**Sample selection and preparation**

A total of 76 samples was processed and analyzed from the 6 different sites located in Modern-day France Occitanie region illustrated by Figure S1.

Human remains were sampled, DNA extracted and prepared for next-generation sequencing in a clean room at a dedicated ancient DNA (aDNA) facility in the Laboratory of PACEA, University of Bordeaux, France.

We privileged sampling of cranial remains (petrous bones and tooth). For Baume Bourbon (BBB) sampling included 13 cranial and 13 non-cranial remains (long bones and coxal bones).

First, skeletal remains were irradiated with UV light during 30 min on each side. A layer of bone surface was then abraded around the sampled area before low-speed drilling into the remains to retrieve between 20 and 100mg of bone powder. For petrous bones, the powder was drilled from the cochlea (Pinhasi et al., 2015). Teeth were cleaned with bleach solution to remove surface contaminants before being sawn in half along the cementum-enamel junction, then powder was drilled from the pulp cavity.

**Radiocarbon dating**

Direct radiocarbon dating was conducted for 25 samples. Dating was performed using standard protocol at the C14 laboratory of CEDAD in Lecce or through ARTEMIS program (MMC) in the C14 dedicated laboratory of Lyon.

Bone fragments between 0.9 and 2g were prepared in a dedicated clean room at the PACEA lab. To ensure the exact correspondence of genomic and radiocarbon data, sampling was conducted on the same remains sampled for ancient DNA or on contiguous bones, i.e. cranial vault for sub-complete skulls and in the case of individuals BBB003-6 and BBB004, radiocarbon sampling was conducted on the mandibles holding the teeth sampled for DNA.

Radiocarbon dates were obtained for 23 samples and failed for samples BBB002 and BBB014 due to lack of collagen. The "conventional radiocarbon age" was calculated with a 13C correction based on the 13C/12C ratio measured directly with the accelerator. For the estimation of the measurement uncertainty (standard deviation) both the radioisotope counting statistics and the scattering of the data have been taken into account. Calibration was carried out using OxCal online (OxCal 4.494) and the IntCal20 calibration curve (Table S9).

Dates are reported in Tables S1, S8, and S9 according to two formats: dates provided by direct radiocarbon dating on the 23 analyzed samples that provided positive results, given in calibrated 2-sigmas interval, and associated date in BP of the form "5,309-5,077 BCE (6248 ± 30 BP)". In the absence of direct dating for the BBB002 and BBB014 samples from Baume Bourbon cave (that failed to provide radiocarbon dating due to the lack of collagen) the interval provided relies on archaeological context and is given in the form "4,500-4,100 BCE".

Of the 23 directly dated samples, seven individuals originate from two collective sepulchral caves attributed to Early Neolithic period: the Baume Bourbon cave (Cabrières, Gard) dated between \(5,400\) and \(4,800\) BCE (\(N = 6\); BBB samples) and the contemporary Gazel cave (Sallèles-Cabardès, Aude), with one
individual dated to 5,296-5,062 BCE. Direct dates obtained for these sites confirm their cultural attribution to Cardial-Epicardial cultures and the Impresso-cardial complex (ICC), following by a few centuries the pioneer Neolithic settlements reported in Mediterranean Languedoc ~5,850 BCE (Binder et al., 2018).

We were able to date four individuals originating from two necropolises dated to Middle Neolithic: Champ du Poste (Convertini and Georjon, 2018; Carcassonne, Aude; N = 3; SP individuals) and Le Crès (Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Béziers, Hérault; N = 1, CRE samples). The individual from Le Crès necropolis directly dated ranged between 4,442 and 4,261 BCE (CRE14), perfectly fitting with the dates obtained for other individuals from the site between ~4,500 and 4,050 BCE (Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Brunel et al., 2020). The three other individuals were not directly dated; however, several arguments allow their reliable chrono-cultural attribution. Both burial 11 (CRE11C) and 20 (CRE20B and CRE20D) reflect a distinctive funerary expression, that can be attributed to Early Chasséen and fit the homogeneity of the archaeological material displayed on the site. Inside burial 11, individual CRE11C was associated with several objects such as bedoulian flint or ceramic with a strip handle, which are typically encountered in Early Chasséen contexts. Inside grave 20, individuals CRE20B and CRE20D were buried simultaneously alongside three other individuals, among which one is directly dated to 4,335-4,058 cal BCE (5380 ± 35 BP) (Loison and Schmitt, 2009). These individuals were also associated with ceramics typical of Early Chasséen contexts.

Therefore, radiocarbon dating conducted on human remains can be put in perspective with the typology of archaeological material as well as the chronology of the pits to place the occupation of the site and utilization of the necropolis within a restricted time range (Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Brunel et al., 2020).

The three individuals from Champ du Poste necropolis yielded similar dates ranging between ~4,400 and 4,050 BCE. All dates in hand confirm that both necropolises were used over a few centuries and included individuals who can be attributed to Early Southern Chasséen culture (Loison and Schmitt, 2009; Ambert et al., 1989; Vaquer, 1990, 1991, 1998).

Finally, direct dates were obtained for 13 individuals recovered from two collective burials used during Late Neolithic and Bronze Age: the Aven de la Boucle cave (Duday, 1987; Jallet et al., 2010; Corconne, Gard; N = 10, BOU samples) and the Dolmen des Fades (Bonnery, 1991; Guilaine, 1998; Pépieux, Aude; N = 3, FAD samples). Radiocarbon dates obtained on the 10 individuals sequenced for the Aven de la Boucle confirmed that this collective burial cave was mainly active during the second half of the 4th and beginning of the 3rd millennium BCE (Ferrières culture), with dates ranging between ~3,600 and 2,800 BCE. Finally, as initially demonstrated by the artifacts, radiocarbon dates confirmed a long occupation history for the Dolmen des Fades collective burial, beginning during Late Neolithic and continuing into the Bronze Age. Three individuals providing genomic data and originating from this dolmen were dated between ~3,200 and 2,400 BCE (FAD1, FAD3 and FAD10).

**DNA extraction and sequencing**

All samples were processed for DNA extraction at the Laboratory of PACEA, University of Bordeaux.

Samples from Baume Bourbon were processed following the procedure described in Dabney et al. (2013), (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.baksicwe) whereas other samples were processed according to a two-step extraction procedure described in Brunel et al. (Damgaard et al., 2015; Brunel et al., 2020).

Purification of samples was conducted according to a modified version of the method described in Dabney et al. published in Brunel et al. (Dabney et al., 2013; Brunel et al., 2020).

For Baume Bourbon samples, double-stranded libraries were built from 20μL of DNA template, following the protocol proposed by Meyer and Kircher (2010) and using unique index pairs (Kircher, 2012). A partial uracil-DNA-glycosylase (UDG half) treatment was applied to remove deaminated cytosines except for the final nucleotides at the 5' and-3’ reads ends to preserve part of the damage pattern characteristic for ancient DNA (Rohland et al., 2015) (dx.doi.org/10.17504/protocols.io.bmh6k39e).

For other samples, double stranded libraries were constructed according to a protocol adapted from Gorgé et al. (2016; Brunel et al., 2020).
We first screened all indexed libraries via shotgun sequencing targeting 1 million reads. Libraries were pooled and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500 at Institut de Recherches Biomédicales des Armées, using a NextSeq 500/550 High Output Kit v2.5 (150 Cycles).

For Baume Bourbon samples, we enriched next-generation ancient DNA libraries for ~1.2 million single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) using targeted in-solution capture (Mathieson et al., 2015), as well as an independent capture array for the complete mitogenome (Maricic et al., 2010), and sequenced these on Illumina platforms to an average depth per site of 0.14896 for 1240K and 1.42010 for mitochondrial capture.

**Read processing, alignment and postmortem damage**

After demultiplexing, we processed raw sequence data using EAGER (Peltzer et al., 2016). Steps included trimming for adaptors sequences and processing into single reads with Clip&Merge, trimmed sequences were then mapped to Human Reference Genome Hs37d5 using BWA v.0.7.12 (Li and Durbin, 2009; Schubert et al., 2016). Duplicates were removed with De-Dup and mapDamage v.2.06 (Ginolhac et al., 2011) was used to assess DNA damage patterns consistent with ancient origin and remove reads with a mapping quality<30. Sequencing results are presented in Table S2.

**Genotyping**

All our bam files were trimmed for 2 bases on each side using trimBam function from BamUtil package and were genotyped by using PileupCaller. Considering the human genome as pseudo-haploïd, alleles were randomly called for each position of the 1,233,013 SNPs and ~600,000 SNPs HO panels (Mathieson et al., 2015; Patterson et al., 2012; Lazaridis et al., 2016). Individuals having at least 19,000 SNPs on the 1240k panel were considered for further analysis.

**QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

**Genetic sex determination**

We determined genetic sex using the methods described in Skoglund et al. (2013), based on the estimations of reads mapping to X and Y chromosomes compared to reads mapping to the autosomes. Females are expected to have a ratio of 1 on the X and 0 on the Y, as opposed to males, who are expected to have a ratio of 0.5 on X and Y chromosomes. We determined a threshold of Y ratio based on the method published by Skoglund et al. (2013). We used an upper threshold of 0.016 of the ratio of sequence mapping to the Y chromosome for females and a lower bound of 0.077 for males (Table S4, Figures S2 and S3). Using this threshold, among the 26 newly reported individuals, twelve individuals could be identified as females and 14 as males. Two individuals are undetermined, one (BBB002) is most likely to be female and one (BOU3) is most likely to be male (Table S4, Figures S2 and S3). The results are highlighted in Table S4.

**Contamination estimations**

We used ANGSD (Analysis of Next Generation Sequencing Data) package to test the degree of heterozygosity on the X chromosome and estimate contamination levels in all male individuals (Korneliussen et al., 2014). Considering a contamination threshold of ~5%, we excluded one individual from Baume Bourbon (BBB7) of downstream analyses. We used the likelihood-based method ContamMix (Fu et al., 2013) to estimate contaminations in sequences aligning to the human mitochondrial genome. To build consensus sequences we used Geneious v.11.1.5, mitochondrial captured samples from Baume Bourbon were aligned to the mitochondrial genome NC_012920.1 (HG19) and other samples were aligned to the mitochondrial genome MT (hs35d7). Alignment of the samples to 311 reference genomes was performed using mafft v.7.453. (Katoh et al., 2002). Each fastQ was aligned to its consensus sequence using BWA v.0.5.10. (Li and Durbin, 2009). Results for contamination estimations are reported in Table S3, displaying Number of Reads on mitochondrial consensus sequence, estimated error rate, estimated maximum posterior proportion authentic, 2.5% credible quantile for proportion authentic, 97.5% credible quantile for proportion authentic, Gelman and Rubin diagnostic point estimate, Gelman and Rubin diagnostic upper confidence limit. The relative contamination rate was calculated by subtracting the proportion authentic to 1. We have to acknowledge that four samples displayed high contamination signals with this method (BBB002, BBB004, BBB009, BBB014). Of note, these samples as well as 8 other samples provided less than 2,000 reads on mitochondrial consensus sequences. This low coverage can affect the reliability of contamination estimations with ContamMix, therefore, BAM files were also inspected manually for possible contamination.
on mitochondrial reads using the Integrative Genomic Viewer. This inspection permitted to detect very limited contamination patterns, allowing us to proceed with downstream analyses for these samples.

Therefore, samples BBB002, BBB004, BBB009 and BBB014 displaying the highest contaminations signals, were cautiously integrated to this study. The results obtained on the population genetic level for these samples is very consistent with authentic data, as it is very coherent with samples displaying low contamination signals from the same contexts. In order to process these results with caution, we did not include these individuals with lowest quality data in more sensitive analysis (DATES, ROH). As a result, the low number of reads and the difficulty of providing reliable contamination estimation for these individuals does not affect our discussion and interpretations.

Uniparental markers analysis

Reads mapped on the revised Cambridge reference mitogenome were converted into VCF files and mitochondrial haplotypes were inferred using HaploGrep (Weissensteiner et al., 2016). Detailed haplogroup attribution results are provided in Table S5.

The most represented mtDNA haplogroups in our samples are haplogroups H and K1 (35.5 and 29%), what is consistent with previous reports regarding the genetic makeup of Southwestern Neolithic communities (Olalde et al., 2015; Hofmanova et al., 2016; Lipson et al., 2017; Lazaridis et al., 2017; Szécsény-Nagy et al., 2017; Fregel et al., 2018; Valdiosera et al., 2018; Mathieson et al., 2018; Olalde et al., 2019; Villalba-Mouco et al., 2019; Antonio et al., 2019; Rivollat et al., 2020; Brunel et al., 2020). The 8 newly typed Early Neolithic individuals from Southern France are assigned to mitochondrial haplogroups J, H, K1 and U5. These haplogroups are typically found among Early farmers and are consistent with mtDNA data reported for Mediterranean Early farming communities (Bramanti et al., 2009; Mathieson et al., 2015, 2018; Olalde et al., 2015; Hofmanova et al., 2016; Lipson et al., 2017; Lazaridis et al., 2017; Szécsény-Nagy et al., 2017; Fregel et al., 2018; Valdiosera et al., 2018; Olalde et al., 2019; Villalba-Mouco et al., 2019; Antonio et al., 2019; Rivollat et al., 2020). Haplogroup U5, carried by individual BB009 from La Baume Bourbon sepulchral cave is however predominantly found in WHG individuals and was previously identified in individual LBR002 from ICC Southern France site Les Bréguieres (Rivollat et al., 2020). The presence of this haplogroup is consistent with admixture with WHG.

Individuals dated the second half of the 5th millennium cal BCE from Le Crès and Le Champ du Poste carry mtDNA haplogroups H2, K1, J2, V and X2, which fall into the variability of Western Europe Neolithic groups. Few ancient farmers carry haplogroup V, it was identified at Le Pirou (Pir4; Brunel et al., 2020), among western Europe Neolithic and Bronze Age individuals, and also in Poland and Hungary for Bell Beaker groups (Olalde et al., 2015; Hofmanova et al., 2016; Lipson et al., 2017; Lazaridis et al., 2017; Szécsény-Nagy et al., 2017; Fregel et al., 2018; Valdiosera et al., 2018; Mathieson et al., 2018; Olalde et al., 2019; Villalba-Mouco et al., 2019; Antonio et al., 2019; Rivollat et al., 2020).

Characteristic mtDNA haplogroups associated with Neolithic farmers were also identified for the Aven de la Boucle and the Dolmen des Fades. The 4th and 3rd millennium cal BCE individuals from these collective burials carry haplogroups H, K1, J1, T2 and X2, U5 and U2. These lineages are commonly found among Neolithic European farmers groups, with the exception of haplogroup U5 (BOU3 and BOU6) and U2 (BOU1), found in high frequency in HG populations and manifesting a potential HG related ancestry at the Aven de la Boucle.

Y chromosome haplotypes were called using Yleaf statistical software (Ralf et al., 2018), with standard settings. Output results are described in Table S6 and Figure S4.

Among the four Early Neolithic male individuals dated to the 6th millennium cal BCE, we were able to identify Y chromosome haplogroup I2a1a2 for two individuals, whereas too low coverage data prevented to assign Y chromosome haplogroup for remaining individuals. The two male individuals dated from the 5th millennium cal BCE and originating from Champ du Poste site (SP249 and SP193) carry paternal haplogroups G2a2a1a2a1 and H2m (Rohrlach et al., 2021; Figure S4; Table S6). The male individuals dated to the 4th and 3rd millennium cal BCE and originating from Aven de la Boucle and Dolmen des Fades were assigned to haplogroups I2 and G2a. Haplogroup I2 has been reported in several Mesolithic male...
individuals from Western Europe before the arrival of the Neolithic lifestyle as well as among various Western Europe Farmers groups (Mathieson et al., 2015, 2018).

Biological relatedness analysis

Degrees of genetic relatedness between all individuals included in this study were estimated by applying Relationship Estimation from Ancient DNA (READ) to infer pairwise relationships up to the second degree (Monroy Kuhn et al., 2018). We used standard parameters, ie the median of all average P0s, for normalization. We were able to identify two samples from Baume Bourbon corresponding to one same individual (BBB003 and BBB006), and consequently merged the corresponding bam files in a unique file for downstream analysis (BBB003_6). We identified one first-degree related pair of individuals among the Aven de la Boucle samples (BOU9 and BOU10).

To complement biological relatedness analysis, we used the TKGWV2 pipeline that can be used to infer pairwise relatedness for individuals presenting very low coverage (Fernandes et al., 2021). We used default parameters, i.e. 30 for minimum mapping and base quality, default 1 for setting the threshold for the minimum number of SNPs allowed to estimate relatedness. Combining the two methods, we kept positive results when based on a minimum of 5000 SNPs shared between individuals or when positive results from TKGWV2 based on lower number of shared SNPs were backed up by READ results. This allowed us to identify three second-degree kinship pairs at Baume Bourbon (BBB004-BBB014, BBB001-BBB002, BBB001-BBB009), some kinship being reinforced by shared maternal lineages (Tables S5 and S7). This could be consistent with the collective use of this natural cavity for funerary purposes by a small community during the second part of the 6th millennium cal BCE. At the Aven de la Boucle, we confirmed the first-degree kinship between BOU9 and BOU10. No other biological relatedness could be inferred for other sites. Biological relatedness results for Baume Bourbon are provided in Table S7. From each relative pair, we removed the individual presenting the lowest coverage, keeping only “unrelated” individuals for population genetic analyses.

Population size and inbreeding estimates

We assessed levels of inbreeding in our samples using the 1000 Genome as a reference panel, calling SNPs for each individual chromosome by chromosome, through hapROH (Ringbauer et al., 2021). We were able to retrieve ROH data for all our samples except 3 (BBB004, BBB009, BBB014) and confronted ROH data for our 25 new samples to a subset of 322 ancient individuals from the Near-East, Central Europe, and Western Europe (results are presented in Table S15 and illustrated by Figure S15).

Merging datasets

Genomic data of all 28 individuals included in this study were merged with previously published genotypes of modern and ancient individuals on two different datasets used for genome-wide analysis. New data were merged to the HO dataset panel for PCA construction, whereas they were merged to the 1240k SNPs dataset panel provided on David Reich’s website v42.5. We also included individuals reported in Rivollat et al. (2020), Brunel et al. (2020), Seguin-Orlando et al. (2021) and Immel et al. (2021) for all other population genetic analyses. For these recent studies, data were subjected through the same procedure as the individuals reported in this study from the fastq files, which we downloaded from the ENA project site. For individuals reported in Immel et al. (2021), the procedure started from the individual BAM files, also downloaded from the ENA project site. The reprocessing of raw previously published data for population genetic analysis produced highly similar results to the original studies. Therefore, we chose to proceed with population genetic analysis for both the HO and 1240k datasets without reprocessing all raw data through the same pipeline. The newly obtained genomic data were specifically co-analyzed with ancient human groups from the periods considered, such as Neolithic individuals from Anatolia (Anatolia_N); Bulgaria, Romania, Serbia (SE Europe) Hungary; Greece, Italy (Adriatic Region); Germany, Austria, Poland, Czech Republic (Central Europe); Switzerland; France; Spain, Portugal (Iberia); Ireland and Great Britain (Britain).

Principal Component Analysis

PCA was constructed after merging our new data to the HO dataset panel for 592,998 autosomal genotypes in 796 modern individuals from western Eurasia, using the smartpca program (Patterson et al., 2006; See Figures 1, 2, and S5).
Genotypes were downloaded from David Reich’s website (v42.5 https://reichdata.hms.harvard.edu/pub/datasets/amh_repo/cured_releases/index_v42.4.html). We projected only individuals genotyped for more than 10,000 SNPs, using option modes lsqproject: YES, shrinkmode: YES.

The distribution of European Neolithic individuals follows genetic variation between European HGs and Anatolian farmers and can be split in two regionally distinct clusters, i.e. (i) a first cluster, closer to Anatolian farmers, comprising samples from Central and South-eastern Europe and (ii) a second cluster slightly shifting toward WHGs and comprising individuals from Western and South-western Europe (Figure S5). All newly reported Neolithic samples from Occitanie cluster with previously published Western Europe Neolithic individuals from the Iberian Peninsula, France, and the British Isles, and share all the same cluster from Early to Late Neolithic.

Early Neolithic farmers from Baume Bourbon and Gazel cluster with individuals reported for Southern France sites Pendimoun and Les Bréguières, but not with individuals from the Adriatic region and attributed to Impresso-Cardial. However, three individuals from Baume Bourbon appear to be slightly shifted toward the centroid, which could be explained partly by low coverage on the HO reference panel (<20,000 SNPs; Table S1). Middle Neolithic individuals from Champ du Poste group closely together on the PCA as more variation is observed for the three individuals from Le Crès necropolis. Late Neolithic individuals from the Aven de la Boucle and the Dolmen des Fades collective burials form a homogeneous cluster with the exception of the individual BOU6 from the Aven de la Boucle that is shifted further toward the HG cluster, suggesting higher affinities with this group.

**F-statistics**

We used ADMIXTOOLS to perform F-statistics analyses, applying qp3Pop to calculate outgroup F3-statistics to measure shared genetic drift in ancient individuals relative to Mbuti population used as outgroup (Patterson et al., 2012).

We performed F3-statistics of the form F3(test1, test2; outgroup) to investigate population level similarities within Early Neolithic groups from the Mediterranean and Continental currents, combining all the possible pairs of Early Neolithic Western Europe individuals as test. We then attempted to convert F3-statistics into a pairwise distance matrix by subtracting all F3 values from 1 (detailed results are provided in Table S13).

To measure shared genetic drift between Western Europe Neolithic individuals and European hunter-gatherers we performed F3-outgroup statistics of the form F3(test, European_HG; Mbuti). The F3-value estimates the shared genetic drift between European HG (Loschbour, La Braña, KO1) and each of the 680 Western Europe individuals tested, dated between ~6,300 and 2,000 BCE. Detailed results are available in Table S14 and described by Figure S6.

We also performed outgroup-F3 statistics of the form F3(Mbuti; GoyetQ2, Test) with Test representing samples from Baume Bourbon, to test whether these individuals displayed specific affinities to GoyetQ2-like ancestry. Detailed results are available in Table S14 and described by Figure S7.

To test the affinities between Early Farmers and subsequent Neolithic groups from France we conducted outgroup statistics of the form F3(Mbuti; France_EN_LBK, Test) and F3(Mbuti; France_EN_Occitanie, Test), where test representing Neolithic groups from different regions and periods. The results for both tests are provided in Table S14 and illustrated by Figure S8.

We performed F4-Statistics using qpDstat with f4mode: YES, printSE: YES, in the form of F4(Mbuti; X, Y, Anatolia Neolithic) where X and Y correspond respectively to previously reported HG and Neolithic individuals. This analysis aimed to trace genetic proximity and gene flow between X and Y, reflected by negative F4 values significantly supported by Z-scores inferior or equal to 3. Figure S9 and Table S18 describe the results of this analysis.

**Population modeling and clustering**

We used qpWave from ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012; Haak et al., 2015) in order to cluster individuals belonging to coherent archaeological contexts and investigate the evolution of the genetic structure of Southern France communities throughout the Neolithic. We used parameter allsnps: YES and a set of
“right” populations comprising Mbuti.DG, Han.DG, Karitiana.DG, Papuan.DG, Ethiopia_4500BP_published.SG, CHG, Russia_Ust-Ishim_HG_published.DG, Czech_Vestonice, Russia_MA1_HG.SG, Israel_Natufian, Italy_North_Villabruna_HG, Jordan_PPNB_published, Russia_EBA_Yamnaya_Samara, Anatolia_N, European_HG. We based pairwise clustering on a p value>0.01 threshold as described in Fernandes et al. (2020). Below 0.01, clustering of individuals/groups was rejected. Results provided in Table S17 were used to create a heatmap using the heatmap3 R-package (Zhao et al., 2014; Warnes et al., 2014; Figures S12 and S13; R package version 2.4.1).

We used the 1240k SNPs panel to proceed to qpAdm modeling in order to estimate ancestry proportions in our samples and previously published ancient individuals with ADMIXTOOLS (Patterson et al., 2012; Haak et al., 2015; Harney et al., 2021; setting details: YES, allSNPs: YES). The following populations were used as outgroup “right” populations: Mbuti, Papuan, Han, Karitiana, Ust-Ishim, Malta, Ethiopia_4500BP, Vestonice, Israel_Raqefet_M_Natufian, Italy_North_Villabruna_HG. We included different outgroup populations depending on the model and populations tested as ancestral sources. Models results and details of individuals considered for each left and right populations are available in Tables 10, S11, and S12.

In a first model (Model 1) we tried to characterize the HG component detected in the EN farmers by testing different models with qpAdm using different HG sources that could have been encountered in Southern France as well as in the eastern part of the expansion route (KO1, La Brana, Loschbour). We tested Anatolia_N and European_HG as left populations, providing Anatolia farmers and European hunter-gatherers ancestry proportions estimates in each ancient individual considered, and testing whether individuals were best explained by both or either one of the two ancestries (Table S10, Figures 2B and 4).

In a second three-way model (Model 2) we tried to differentiate between different central and western HG contributions, respectively represented by KO1 and Loschbour-related ancestries in Neolithic individuals from France. We used “right” populations Mbuti.DG Papuan.DG Han.DG Karitiana.DG CHG Italy_North_Villabruna_HG Ethiopia_4500BP.SG Russia_Ust-Ishim.DG Czech_Vestonice Russia_MA1_HG.SG Israel_Raqefet_M_Natufian Jordan_PPNB_published Russia_EHG and “left” populations KO1, Anatolia_N and Loschbour. In several cases both Loschbour and KO1 were supported by the analysis, the results are detailed in Table S11.

In a third three-way model (Model 3), we aimed to test whether an excess of GoyetQ2-like ancestry could be detected in newly reported Neolithic individuals. We considered a model identical to the one described in Rivollat et al. (2020) (Model D). We used “right” populations Mbuti.DG, Papuan.DG, Han.DG, Karitiana.DG, CHG, Belgium_UP_GoyetQ16_1_published_all, Ethiopia_4500BP.SG, Hungary_KO1, Russia_Ust-Ishim.DG, Czech_Vestonice, Russia_MA1_HG.SG, Israel_Raqefet_M_Natufian, and “left” populations Anatolia_N, GoyetQ2, Villabruna (Table S12 and Figure S11).

Admixture dating
To estimate the dates of admixture events between Anatolia_N and European_HG components we used linkage disequilibrium (LD)-decay method DATES described in Narasimhan et al. (2019). We used the same ancestral populations defined as Anatolia_N and European_HG in our first qpAdm model.

The analysis models ancestry of admixed individual as a combined likelihood of ancestries from two sources. First, it calculates the global admixture proportions with the genotype vector of each target individual, described as a linear combination of the allele frequency vectors of the two ancestral source populations.

The second step is the estimation of local ancestry, to estimate whether a genomic block descends from one source or the other, by multiplying the genotype residual to the allele frequency difference between the two ancestral sources. The correlation between markers across an individual’s genome is expected to exponentially decay in accordance to genetic distance between markers and recombination processes and thus the number of generations since admixture. For each individual DATES (Narasimhan et al., 2019; Chintalapati et al., 2022) will estimate an admixture date, given in generations, by welding genetic distance and exponential decay.
To convert the estimated times of admixture given by DATES we assumed a number of 25, 28 and 30 years per generation (Fenner, 2005). Dates were estimated for both individuals and coherent groups to evaluate inter-individuals and inter-groups variability in admixture histories (See Table S15 and Figure S14).

Parameters binsize: 0.001; maxdis: 1; seed: 77; jackknife: YES; qbin: 10; runfit: YES; afffit: YES; lovalfit: 0.45 and minparentcount: 1 were used.

Admixture dates estimations are provided in Table S15 for individuals exhibiting clear admixture signal with qpAdm Model 1.

DATES were treated as irrelevant considering several arguments:

1. When the individual considered lacked indices of admixture (<5% European HG in qpAdm Model 1 or infeasible Model).

2. When aberrant estimation was provided by the software, that is for instance when a negative number of generations was estimated or when the estimated admixture date predated 10th millennium BCE.

3. When estimated std. Err was superior to the estimated number of generations.